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*VOTERS WILL GO TO POLLS TOMORROW

a•
4

School Board, Constitution
Expected To Bring Turnout

E

Major Hugh Kelso
Wins Commendation
At Fort Hamilton
Fr.

'Three ensues on the ballot are
expected to morrow the turnout
here tomorrow
when Cahoon y
Countans go to the polls.
The nice between Senator John

Seen & Heard
c• Around
MURRAY

la"

Many things epitomize freedont

6

•

The thought crane to US 1111 WS
watched e ba gray squirrel More
ally nit from one tree baulk to
another Looking at hint througli
field games he was a big unit
to
one he would hang on the
of a tree and lock in all derections, then with a IDOVerrient alergot faster than the eye. he
would suddenty• appear on an ad Jacent tree trunk
- being loftThe Buzzard overhead,
eel effortleany aiong on atemi
sar currenite from the fields below
——
ene.5 symGrover Wood James
pathetically as we repainted our
I Cadensed as Page Oh)

CAR

a Thirteen
Band Members
At Last Game
—- —
•

•

•

The Murray High School bani
made its tool peelormanee Friday
night for a l'her home ball game.
The tarsi put on another sparkling perhonnance to thril1 fans on
hand to VIM/ the Tiger-Fort
Campbell Falcons encounter.
lienlior band members making
dwir final appearance were as
fohows Jane Beate - Jane has been
In the band for raven years She
pays both the cornet and the
baritone She is lie/ chair baritone. has served as majorette for
two year' and has payed m the
_
pehe bard
Ateve Brown
Steve is liband
prevelent He plays the coma and
tie s played in the pep bend for
four years as well a,s serving se
right elate. section leader and
lig
player. Strip has been
Confirmed as Page Six

HAMILTON, N.Y. (A.HTNC
Hugh le
- Chaplain t Mahar
Kelso, son of Mr. and Mrs. Uric
S. Cooper, vS
ta seeidng re- P. Kelso. Route 1, Lynn Grove,
election and Jilin Young Brown,
Ky., was awarded the --Army Comwho is trying to unseat him, will
mendation Medal October 31 at
draw some intere.st with the var• Haininton, N Y.
ious school -..board races increasMaj. Keho reeved the award
ing the interest in the county.
for merhorious ashievem ere du rThe third point on the ballot mg ha lag asaanment at Ft.
ia the conetaution Moue which has Polk. La He is presearde underproved to be highly controversial . going studies at the Army ChapIn the city of Murray school lain School, Pt. Strunikon, N.Y.
board members will have no opThe major Ls • 1943 graduate of
position . Voters will select Don- Lynn Oreve
Ky.l High School
.d E Retry, Bethel Richardsan and received a bec.heSr of arts
and William C. Adems as mem- titirree in 1051 frorn Bethel Oolbers of the city board .
:ege at McKemee. Tenn. He reCaftan Key is the only person ceived a bachelor of divinient .deseeking election to the county tree
URA
Memphis
from
in
boas in Hazel. He will replace Tenn.
Theological
Seminary.
Major Kew's wife is with haft at
(Continued ain Page 3)
I tne fort

Ellen Watson Is
Cited Saturday
gSeri Watson. a member of the o nmeres i. rtgart to 4-H proOsilmesa County 4-H Teen Club ehm and congratulated Ellen were
and State Rojo% Champion in Cherresmatn from the fine disHome lenglisbingi Win bonded tcot of Kentucky and Eves in
Wantimed an Peee -NW - - •
iiturglier piellifiriletsember I. at
a dinner meeting held sot the
Holiday Inn.
The dinner was letinsored by
the Sperry & Huttibintion Foundation which sponsors , the Award
program n4onol!y for the Home
Pernahing Preis& Mrs Shirley
Tabeelion. Cincinnati, Ohio. rePortions of the 300-mile shoreprmented the fnundatton and was
lire around laud Between the
present for dna occateon
lakes national outdoor recreaUlon
Harold Everwneyer. Pres'.tient of
ars will be opened for waterfowl
the Calloway County 4-H Club
1 Tainting in accordance with abate
Council preaded at this meeting.
and federal regehoi ons. the TenThe in variation was given by Glee
ritime Valley Auth.ray annon ncSims Area Exterston Agent in
ed today.
Youth Mae Tabellion told of the
. The goose hunting season will
role the Sperry & liutchmoon
run from November 7 through
Ioundst5on Mays in this award
January 15, and the duet hunting
ping ram She also congratulated
season will begin N ov ember 25 aril
lehen for her achievement.
go tarnish Ja nroary 8, as anMeteor Holmes EU presented
nounced rn K -ntuck,v and TenMrs Tabetton • certrnoate maknes:ee hunting regulations
War her an honorary citizen of
Arens within Lane Between the
Mix-ray.
Lakes an-eh ahd not be open are
!Mien will receive a trip to the
as fe.Lowa
Nialbonial 4-H Club Congress in
1
Fedessay-owned land and
Chicago for which she will 1,
11Ve war or
within the boundaries of
on Prolay,
, November 25
Mrs
the Kentucky Woodlands National
Tsbellogn will abo be with Ellen
Wilda(e Refuge stretching boat
at the Congress
•
the eostel-n edge
the TennisOther guests present vho made
(Continued ea Page NM
—
- — -

Portions Of Land
Between Lakes Will
3e Open For Hunting

of

Bill Dodson Named
To Committee Again

Williamn Dods.
-n of the Peoples
Bank his been infermei that he
has been reappointed as a mienbee of the Acivaory Board to the
Amerman Bankers Associattin Insialnent Credit Cannothe for
this Federal Fteeerv e Dietrict.
In a letter to Dodson by John
L. Gibson, otatnnon of the coinrninee, Ohioan said that "your
effective cooperation during the
past year in the exoellent wort
of the Board for your Distret, has
been a source of great aatisfactton to me and the entire commit-

Calloway Students
Win Ratings At
Meet On Saturday
Ten
Calloway
County
High
School speech etude res under the
direction of Mrs &roe Jeffrey.
speech teacher. oompeted In the
Y.F.L. meet head at U raver& y
School last Saturds y
Students were rated arid ranked
in the Oneations of speech anatysis, anginal oratory, duet saws, Intealsretative dramatic read Ines. both eartous and humorous
In type outitings from plays) and
extemporaneous epeaking
Calloway High partway*nts rating One and two superiors each
were
Kathy StubbleLeich , Gail
Smith. Jane Shoemaker, and Mar.
.1:looks. Rating On. and Me
emir wire reticle
, Susan Wilber/a, Henry Armay.
strong, Ancen Palmer Debbie Galloway. arid Nona Lee Bonen, At
least ire good racing WSS abo
received by each of the latter
group
Reveniug one first place ranking in their respective divisions
were Fotan Stubbleneed, June
Shoemaker. and Margaret Hooka.
Simian Williams, Gad Smith, Nona
Lee Daniell. Debbie Galloway. and
Aileen Palmer received third and
fourth rankling.
Pourbgen shook competed in
the tournament. namely, O'arks1113e, Bowing Green, Overton,
Madeon, Western Training, Lone
Oak, Davies County. Madison vITe
Catoway County, Murray High.
Trigg County, ef-niivereety aohool
Linn. County, and Paris Grove.
NO FIRES
The Monty Fire Department
has had a quiet week, according
to the records of the firemen.
The lan cal answered was on
Halloween Met*, October 31. to
a tire flee at 4th and Vine streets

Moe, Beth Blankenship, 16 year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Moser. Beintenslap. has been appctmed to serve as Calloway
County's Teen-Age Chairman for
the Men* of Moths by the National Foundation . Beth attended
the eliewiltik conference of the
Much of Dimes, held in Chadnnata. Ohio, November 3 arid 4, along with Mae Libby Berry of
Niseiickl,
Graves
the
County
Chs.:1 man.
Beth is the first such chairman
Calloway County has had She
will be working wet h the teenagens of all the schools in the
to u:Sy and wild appoint committers from the three high schools
Vhe is also co-chairmen ath Miss
Berry for the Purchase Distnet
arid they wil conduct a w orkshop
at the Ken Her Inn for workers
Ma the ten courittes. They will
money-tinting
sponsor
projects
and Leo nilorm the pubeic about
the fight against birth detects.
She %LIMB everyone's support in
this cammign
Beth
a junior at Murray High
where she is active in speech,
band. F His, Tri-H1-Y. and the
Beeper Staff.

Home Builders Group
Will Meet Tonight
The Home Builders Associstion
of Murray-Caeloway County will
hoid a dinner meeting height at
8:30 at the Southaide Restaurant.
The purpose of the meeting will
be to acquaint members and prospective members with the. cdiJectiver, and functions of the orgenization.
The program will feature L. U.
Galilee a s , Pre/Merit of the Kentuoky State Home Builders Assocsatson and Jess Hinkle, Field Repreisentativ e of the National Home
Bteders
Assn&tio n
as guest
speakers
Char
-ter
procedures
for
the
Ham e Rudders Association of MUT•
ray Oninoway County will be started immediately

Judy Winchester
Basketball Queen
At Hazel School
Mass Judy Ve hen eater. daughter
at Rev and Mrs. B R Winchester, will be crowned Basketball
Queen of the Hazel Elementary
&hood between the games on
Tuesday evening at Hazel.

The Hazel B team will meet the
rksey B :earn at seven pm folk'wed by the crowning of the
Queen.Her attendants are Miss
Debbie Erwth, daughter of Mr.
Mr arid M111 L. D. (albs) and Mrs Buten *win. and
Miei
have SAM* • their CM ;tibiae lather. daughter of Mr.
Of 111Wthige. They Ware mar- all Mrs Gene Orr Mier.
ried October 28, 1908, nes Elm
ivt
for the
Climaxing the
Grove Church in Calloway Colintry. Mrs Outland was the fotisar evening will be the basketball
Eupie Plarek. daughter of the Ilime batman the Haan and
late Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Futrell. Kidney A teams.
The coup* have Wed all of
their married life in Calloway
County and reside on North 12th
Street WSW Mr Outland ts a farmer and retreel tobecoonist He
atoll overate.las interests in farm
land on the east side of Oalit.
,
County.
Mr Outland sea In .
with has brothers, J W Outa :
of Murry, and the late F B and
A 0 Out/and of Murray He still
has interests in Outland Brother
Tobacco company on North 4th
Street The four brothers formerly
owned and operated the Cegiand
Lowe Leaf Floor, which was one
of the lead:rar places of tobacco
"We'd Me to raise half of that
sales in Murray The harem was $30000 goal In advanced gifts."
destroyed by fire
list's the word frain United Fund
Both Mr and Mrs Outland are
President Ray Brownfield and
members of the First, Reptiet
Clinaistkn Chairman Keith RIB
Church. Mr Outland is a directas the bwo chiefs announced the
or of the Peoples Bank of Murrosning at an all-Mar Advanced
ray. sty, Inc . and of the MewGlifts odownittee
ray Coal and Ice Company.
PWtaen experienced furn raisers
The 80th w erkk ng anniversary
to wee have two daughters, Mrs. led by Mayor Hornet Elks comLaverne Orr and Mrs Latrine Do- prise this year's team wench will
(Continued on Page 3)
report it. kat/ at the Kick -Off
Breakfast in about a week Others
selected we: Ge..rge Hart. Allen Rose; Olen Doran: Henry
H Gaon ,
Guy
Don
B.:Liston,
'hacker.. John Purdom : A. B.

Couple Begins 61st
Year Of Marriage
——

C ,nerecternan Prank A Stubblefield today annotanced Slat the
°MCP of Education lore granteel $416665 to the Kentucky Mate
Board of Eduaition to construct.
five educational televOic n stat
lora in the state
Murray, Madison dins Elizabethtown, Bowling Green and Owenton ethe five sites selected.
Total m
for the eve stenos
is estimated at 11,753,283 00
-

The Murray Branch of the
American aweenation of Univeriftv
Women will meet in the facti7ty
lounge of the Student Union
Bu Wing on Tue....day
November
b. at 7.30 pin
Two Calkiway High School MuMax Hurt will be the ;meet I denies,
Mae Adams and Reeky
meeker and his subject will be Hall,
won the first place trophy in
"What Oan AAUW Do For Lib- the
*gage tournament held et
rary Legenation?"
the Uneveridey Redd on SaturAll mernbers are urged to at- day.
November 5
tend.
In three noundn of debate, the
team ims to be prepared to take
either the affirmative or negative
WINS PORT %ALE TV
Maid on the proposition. Retiolved
--othat the foreign atd program of
ft* Ward of the College Chill the United Stales should be knittwas the winner of a portable tete- ed to non-miletarY
nwhetslwe
VIPIEbh Set which was given away
Mike Welkerion and Barbara
by the TV Seritre Canter. North Hobae,010-oway High etudents
Fourth Street The firm rives a- also participated in the debitte
way one hatable TV set with events. They were accompanied by
each eif teen color TV sets which Larry Dona, debate coach
It sells with the. purchaser of
Pturteen schools contester* of
the odor peas being eligible for X debate testns participated in
the portable.
the event.

Mac Adams and Ricky
Hill Win Trophy

Breakin Reported
At Hardin Firm

Miss Ellen NATson
petted with
nun r77...^.!. 4 I hert Stabilietiehl at the dinner held
to her honor viaturday night /n Misr %Valances right is Dr Harold liessesteyer, pre...dent of the
Calloway Counht 4-H Club (outlet!, and on tong reownian Stubblefield. MK is Ray Broach, prat
presides of the Club Council.

Campaigns In Final Hours;
LBJ Accents Democrat Fears
By RAYMOND M. LAHR
United Jere.. International
WASHINGTON 'UPI - The 1966
poLucal campaign relied into
ftnal hours today with a Strong
itaterneret frorn Pread en t Johnson
accenting Democrutic fear. of
lease. Seed on the white becklamb tame

jobs are not to be filed this yvur
Although Sunday a usually a
relatively moonye day for campsigners, the voters heard from
Johnson, firmer Vice President
Richard la Nixon. Vice Precedent
Hubert H Humphrey and members of the Jotuesoin Cabinet. Nixon talked wady about the Viet
Nam War arid inflation.
The President's denunciation of
white backlash - a protest against the pace of the movement
for racial equality - came from
Tema where he is resting at hh
ranch alter his Far Eastern trip
and Is awaiting oirgery.
Agalsel 'Seised-Raters"
Johnson arid the issue was
dangerous became It threatened
I Continued as Page Rid
--

The canmaign roared to a close
In some statee and sputtered in
othens. where oanctilletes u ere
battling estaxist the apathy which
always holds down the turnout
in off-year elecetone when the
White Haase a not at stake
On the bean of past read-term
on the turnout Tuearay
should be in the neighborhood of
M mildun - SOW a record for a
non-presidential ysr.
. The weather foreonat was favorable for most
of the nation except in the north!
central states.
A weekend survey by United
Pres Internattonal Initiated at
least modest gains in the Howe
a venial etaincloff In Ur Senate
and a net gam of • fee g overnorships for the Republicans.
At Stake
Bends thousands of gate and
— -local ofLadies. the voters will Meet:
Three persons were reported as
-A.11 4.35 members of the Home
being injured, none segiously. In
of Representatives.
the auttanobile accidents on Sat-That/ fine senators to seats
urday aid Sunday. Records al
now hdd by 30 Demonnate arid 15
the Mums Pence Depastment
10.
100
.
141
‘,
- 'ffSty-ffee'lieverhors- to offices M aw flee soadenis were irenow held by 20 Demacrate and 15 steal and reports flied
Mrs. Pres& Jones of Mi South
Poeubelnans.
7th Street received a bruirse on
Baty-Rae aerators and fifteen
the heal in the four car accident
governors are hoklovers otiose
that occurred Salawriner at I'll
pm on South 4th Street She ins
a paivanger in the 1963 Dodge two
door hardtop driven by her hushsod.Lawrence Dwaine Jones
Cars umilied sere a 1960 Chevrolet two
sedan driven by
(Continued on Page Six

Three Injured
In Accidents
On Weekend

Advance Gifts
Committee Of UF
Is Named Today

Murray Branch Of
AAUW Will Meet

Grant Authorized
For Educational TV

A break-in was reporbed to have
occurred at the Henan latmdromot over the weekend , according
to • revert made to the Murray
Ponce Departme'rt.
tkiNre en&I the break -in was
rePirted Sunday rerht and that
about 125 to $30 in snarl change
wan taken

Beth Blankenship
Teen-age Chairman
For Dimes Drive

Oats, Well Purtiom, Jr.; James
°anion , Leonard Vaughn; Dr.
awes M ercer. Clarks Mason
Baker and Jimmy Boone.
A comm.bee fir the University
cornpus along, with several other
Cootieeel' as Page Thee)

Speech Therapists
Meet In Paducah
The &WSW rasa meet..ng of
Speech Therapists was held at
the West Kentucky Center fOT
Ranh capped Children Paducah.
on Fr.day, November 4.
Dr Prank Kodman, Jr.. from
Murray Bev• Uzzyersity wee the
sprok or Ha subject was Research
In HER rthg that hoe been conducted in the grhods of Kentucky,
produoter findings that relate to
pone in the obsgroom with a
he. Of hemline.
Those settendrig from Murray
were Dr Pra nk Kochis n. Jr. Dr
Betty J
Hinton, both Marra y
Soate University, and Tiars ChrMine H McNutt, Speech Therapist Murray Pa Schools.

Powder Puff Grid
Game Is Wednesday
A Powder Puff fcs-abali rime
between the Women a Athletic
Ameocidlon and the fl,,.ales at
Murray State Univernt y will be
hekl at Ourrga nit Stadium on
Wednesday, November 9. at 7:30
p.m
The 'Wineskin will be IS cents
end the pubic is inslted to attend

Clifford Rayburn
Funeral Tuesday
The funeral for Clifford 0. Rayburn will be held Tuesday at two
p.m. at the Max H. Chunotill
Posemi Horne Mewl with Rev.
loyd Mason offaciating Internm e nt MR be in the Kiln Grove
Cemetery.
RaybOrn. me 31. WAS killed in
an automobile and tractor-trailer
accidert Mils =route home from
work on Faker at four p.m. He
was • reldnit of Detroit. Mich.,
and • vetallin of World War It,
He was a member of the West
Fork BMW& Ohunah In Calloway
County
teurvevrati are his wife, Mrs.
Ertin McDonald Rayburn of Detroit Minh stepfather and mother. Mr and Mrs Ewell Tinsley of
Murray: one ion. Charles Gene
Re y burn ; one stepson, Johnny
Saes, two sisters, Mrs
Isaac
Maley of Murray and Mrs Angelo Late-rags of Detroit_ Mich. one
brie her, Gene Rayburn of Troy,
lath
In chance of the arrantements
is the Max H Churchill Funeral
Horne where fnerds may call.

111011011
ke therg tam Irmalimill
Kenturtc.
Were
Variable
ciouchrwas this afternoon, tonight
rind 'Mesta Warmer this attermed arid to nee.ht. not much
Change on 'Tuesday.
temperati
afternoon and Tueeday
In the 70s Lows tonight 56 to 64.
thehe
o afternoon southerly 10
to 18 nules per hour. Outlook or
Welinevin v chance of scattered
show era and posnibie thundershowers.

General Election Is Tomorrow. Vote On U.S. Congressman, U.S. Senator, School Board Members and Constitution Issue
•

1

aa_

•
wissiedilhathinersessere.
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fist Mumma.
by UMW Pres latsrathisall
Violet le bifocaltry, Nem 7, the
9110 deg of 11MM wilt 54 to follow.
The moon a between as Mt
quarter and new phase.
The morning sters are Mars and
Jupiter
The evenang star is Saturn.
Aim physicist and dada
Illidarne Curse was born On this
diagi
ler
On Us thy in theory
In AOC the Lewis and Chit
expedmou sighted the radids
Ocean at the mouth of the Ootumhis Ftsver
In 1674 Hemeirs Weekly nth
the he
cartoon
dapaliwg an
elephant se the symbol of the Republican party
In 1917. the Bolamns overthrew the Rtrearin proviso:a/ government al Alexander Kerendry
end Lenin assumed power
In 1962, Mrs. Eleanor Roomed
the wsdow of President Franklin
Rocesvelt. died at the age of 74.
A thought for die dog - PreWent Prarikful Roosevelt said:
"The Uuth a found s he men
are tree to pursue ft."
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VOTE TOMORROW
•

Must Know
Genetics To
Give Advice

MC22L1

Labor Is
Worrier Over
White Backlash
fly FRANK SWORODA
WASIFINOTON LII - Organised
Max Is worried about the -Sae
backlash" an the November dee-

twi
t's • much bigger Problem this
year than it was In leek- a spokesmen for the AFL-CIO aid labor
canoes is reelected m the feet that
I It began gettany ready for the elecBy PATRICIA McCOMALAICK
tion easter dais year than it ever
tabled rreas latematissal
5 - Quips; has In the past.
NEW YORK
Aside from the early start, 110111Should John and Jane Doe, parents d one child with torch defects. ever. Ma the has changed in the
be Seined sponst bayou any more pattern of labor's pallitlial swoon
It's NM mostly behind Democratic
dtuiciren?
The questian comes up with In- cendidates
Threats to be "more selectate" in
crease frequency theme cape aa
science learns more about Masseats choosing candidates have not materatalleed "hi 1964 we Meath 12
In dm blueprint for
Repubibisn congressmen. this yam
chromosomes asoleoubir bialagy.
There deo Is oontrovery over the we're backing 16 . that's not exmorality of ethics of sayane's pee'- natty any bag change." another is
to play God" to the extent bor eackeernan meld.
About the on selective thing,Isof ening such advice.
Dr Len G. Iftealtamey. director tor is doing thei election Is Meldof the March of Dimes-aupporied mg who needs money most-king a
Birth Defects Center at the Unther- Prubbee by Dblinall Pasta Pramsky of North Caralina. (Impel MIL accinis. A spokesmen seed:

•son
15, w
tillOrse
•

County voters will go to the polls tomorrow to
expi ess their choices for Canted States Congressman, United
States Senator. School Boards, the Court Of Appeals, and will
also vote for or against the newly prof:wiled coostitutaon for
the State of Kentucky.
V1E7 CONS VKTIMS lie in the street in Saigon as reamers work with etretehers following
Voters are reminded that today in Viet Nam, Calloway
shelling of the heart of the city during Indepenitenre Dly celebration.
(Ruda...pitofar
County boys are Notting to preserve the right to vote, therefore this privilege should not be taken lightly ,or looked on as
a chore which gets in the Way of other more important" busi• every individual every school Mness.
inot and every town and city.
"Our biggest
""
conceen
telicenils re-cleail1
/
4
Every vote of.every person counts and it has been pointed
-I would warn bah method peoit is hard to believe that the
51
ver
Mend
the
freedman
manwonting
with
people
docand
ple
Arneessin poarde must such a pattout that one extra vote in each US. Precinct might have
tors: Wheel you are asked a ques- pesinen We're not so worried atern for thetr lives, Yet that's what
thanged the last presidential election.
tion intro/vino demeans, dont have bout reapportioned districts and rethey have been getting in reoent
We believe that Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield will
tirement
vanancies-there
simply
dias
•
ao much pride In youlielf
years. They undobutdety will get
vine anscle that you give a cantor- aren't tent smog"
snore of it unless they ad afeedve- Is
have no difficulty in winning his rate. Obviously Circuit
Bartan,
Al
director
medical
of
Mal sewer even though you aren't
by Nov. S. The congressional MoJudge Earl Osborne will be elected to the Kentucky Court of
the APL-CIO, was recently quoted
sue of your facts."
tions are an opportunity - perhaps
Mad about the western Ind, Dr. leadlinney maintaans that too as raring -this salaam Is the most
Appeals since he has no oppoettion.
the bat opporttauty available-40..,
We think that Senator John 8 Cooper will be re-elected Consider • cospid oath& - paots frequently fathers and mothers are sersous pollainal and legthadve oriels
stop* the brakes to domestic total-. !,
and winehmer ...jschet of cotton oven counsel by those who don't labor has faced in 30 yams.
harlanien bekr it is completay,
since he stands head and shoulders In every way above his
corduroy. The *Met. trammed know enough about genetics to thatlabor mesons are ming reseal
out of land and beyorgl the a• CIRLICIAL ELECTION
and
ammiars
who
wnie
reedy
opposition, John Young Brown, who seeks has seat in the vetth Mew and warmly laned, Is ley
mid
In Men trade-unionists
predictions in this area.
The long hours thgt conservanees willing to the the patOleit mat* to prong dr the voters to oontrof A
teemed with slip-eut hip Macho
Senate. firm
real muea to trick diem
MG airenoldith Whatnot the earils Mess the Examtbeels deithstion Arens. conmeraitive Consume could
Put
Skeptical
Outlast
Lea
into
against lamb proven
It is our hope that voters will turn down the proposed gar the eo-tostether loot Menuof
mac
of public Panda. the chasm ever the country a in the Mind reinstitute government by the
famtuer HIS for HMI.
Maimitile. Dr Willarn B Wed friends
of Big Government. sod threat of bloc vote in the Houma and Swan pia or the potpie and for the peeconstitution. We have continued to study taus document and
Wialard Shelton, massing editor
in theme Unfted elates.
Ar. diesiar of die March of Dienes
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Ten Years Ago Today

One of Me greaten disasters of
the INSdiadem was the election
of a arge Mae or represeratheres

LtDcrtIlt a That. /ILA
President F enhower won re-election by a landslide over
Adlai E Steve: san in the national election: however Callowa.
voters wave Stevenson 6.152 votes while Eisenhower got
2.29I
vote's
Dr James C Hart of Murray has been granted a certificate on stICCessf tally patistnar--4he examination and fulfilling
theipflaher requirements of the American Board of Opthalmology, which signifies that Dr /fart is now approved by the
highest certifying board In the field of eye conditions in
America
Murray High was ranked lath in Kentucky football, according to the weekly Likenhoos Grid Poll Just released. •
Phillip D Mitchell, Carl Kingtris, Matt Sparkman, and
Joe Dick were winners for Ward A in the City Council election. Ben Graorin and Guy E Spann wc•t- the winners in Ward
B.
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APOLLO 204, IN CAPE
KYNNEOY VACUUM CHAPAIITI
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Olff KULDIS THAT DELAY
LAUNCH FROM DEC. TO JAN.
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WINDOWS AND DOORS

CENTAUR ROCICTT PLACED
IN EARTH PAWING ORBIT
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MOON IN NIX T 5 MONTHS
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with Genuine Shatterproof

An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Times office.
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Senior Tackle George Patton Of Georgia
,/
Team
ip
Predicts "I'll Be On Championsh

hunter under 18 years of age must be accompanied by an
adult .
Rifles of .243 caliber or larger may be used, but fully auto(Continued From Page 1)
matic rifles are barred. Full jacketed military ammunition or
tracer ammunition may not be used and muzzle-loading rifles Joe Jahristan who is not seeking
of .38 caliber or larger may be-used,-The Army M-1 Carbine is re-elc Cain.
Independents
By DAVID 51, 114OFFIT
ing the ball with an overpowering
barred, due to low muzzle velocity. Shotguns, 20 to 10 gauge,
A :patted race is being held in
W. L. T. PF. PA.
UPI Specie Writer
ground attack. Lynn Hughes, al ___
may be used with slug ammunition only. Buckshot are illegal the L-berty Dietrict where Charles
8 0 0 213 58
GaTeah
while
.1.711)
fell
ATLANTA
he
George
:
year
when
Patton.
Mat last
in deer hunting.
Burkeen is seeking re-election to
74
aa
0
1
all-star tackle for the University of trying to block a Spurrier touch. Men:phis St. 5
No dogs may be used in deer hunting and deer may not be the canny school board. He is
148 60
1
1
6
Georgia, was a better seer than any- down pass that gave the Gators a Va. Teoh
This
Ross.
H.
by
Robert
oppo6ed
domestic
of
use
by
or
other vehicle or
130
136
1
taken by use of boats,
2
5
one NVILS willing to credit him for come-from-behind
victory, made Tulane
93 66
1
2
4
animals, nor may they be taken while swimming in a stream race is expected to draw a num- when he predicted in early Septein- 1.\\
of the interceptimis and ran Miami
bet of vcees.
129
160
4 3 0
or body of water.
ber that he would be playing on a one back for the winning touch- Fla. St.
49
Mona Judge Earl T. Osborne
4 3 0 114
Sou. Miss.
By Ed and Lee Smith
Hunters are required to wear orange or yellow clothing.
championship team.. lids fall.
down.
Is unoppased in his race for the
•
•
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A lot uf folks scoffed when the
will
_
probably
Alabama, which
Court of Appeal&
KinfueTry 70143a-y.goose iinnting sea
Today Is The
freckled-faced. red-haired sen,ar climb to No. 3 nationally this week
Mr. Paul Winstead, of Benton, has just received a new
StubbieA.
Frank
Congrassnath
January
and
through
7
continue
said flatly, "Were gonna win them stice UCLA lost to Washington,
'son will open on November
film entitled "Kentucky Is Hunting Country". This film is
r:Ad is oppceed for re-eleation by all."
played defense Saturday, holding
15, with the bag and possession limits and the make-up of in color with sound and lasts 28 'minutes. It has not been
a Republican,
Nach1son,
Richard
A one-point loss to Miami Fla. L.SU to a total of only 90 yards runthose limits unchanged from last year.
shown here as yet. We personally would enjoy such a film. however Stiilthtieid is expected
caused by a bad snap on•field goal ning and passing. But the Crimean
There has been a change in the shooting Interested persons can contact Mr. Winstead.
to win main, M the strongly De- try, ruined Pattan's hopes for a Tide's offense muttered and never
hours, with legal hunting starting one-half
NEW YORK cro - Here's how
mocrat First Distrxt.
perfect season. But it looks like the rot a touchdown of its own until
hour before sunrise and continuing until
the top 10 small colleges fared ever
The constanton issue is ex- 13th-ranke4 Bulldogs will wind up
set
that
was
Pericd---and
the lust
sunset. Last year the shooting period began
the weekend:
pected to draw many votes in in • tie with fourth-ranked Ala- up by a pass intercept:on
at sunrise.
1. North Dakota St. lost to San
Celloway County in whit nonnal- bama for the Southeastern ConFifth-ranked Georgia Tech, now
St. 36-0.
Diego
The bag and possession limits are again
Iff would be a quiet "off-year" ference title.
at
record
best
South's
the
boasting
2. San Diego St. beat North Da,
election.
Georgia. now 7-1 for the season 5-0, had quite a scare before edging
five, which limits may include two Canadas
The question on which Calloway with Auburn and fifth-ranked Geor- Virginia which was a four touch- kota St. 36-0.
or their subspecies or two whitefronted or
3 Montana St. beat Montana 33gia 'Tech still ahead, upset seven- down underdog. A two-point play
Cemaly voters will vote
one Canada and one whitefronted.
0.
and
previously
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th-ranked
out
turned
failed
follows:
arse" is aa
by Virginia that
Regulations t'overing Goose Hunting
"Alteration or reformation of Florida 27-10 Saturday to vatually to be the decisive moment of the
4, _Massachusetts lost to Holy Cross
Motorboats may not be used to take geese but may be used
crown
it
SEC
half
of
the
assure
of
contest.
cellatktution. Are you in favor
16-14.
Al retrieve crippled or dead geese.
a
bowl
bad.
major
and
probably
three
for
Dewey Warren pained
retaining the Constitution of the
Dogs may be used to retrieve waterfowl of all types.
Albania Keeps Winning
5. Weber St. beat Colorado Westtouchdowns and soared the other
Oesiesnonwealth to cause same to
Artificial decoys may be used Live decoys are barred.
Its
now
7-0,
continued
Alabama.
himself as Tennessee had to merle ern 42-7.
be in the mime form and language
its third perfect sea- from behind in the second half to
Shotguns, no larger than 10 gauge, fired from the shoulder
Us finally submitted to the Gov- drive toward
36-6.
son in six years by whipping Lou- iubdue little Chattanooga. Former '1 6 Delaware lost to Buffalo
may be used, Riles are barred.
ernor and the General Aseembly
isiana State 21-0. Alabama and defensive man Diky Lyons was
Aubeat
Dakota
We have been unable to obtain much information on geese
North
of
U.
t'onstitution
7.
the
by
Kentucky
of
Georgia don't meet this season tor the offensive limit for Kentucky as . stalls S. D. 30-20.
in this area but Mr Maupin, Conservation Officer in this area,
Revision Amembly and set forth
the first time in 23 years.
the WM:1mM soored all Its points in
reports that conditions are good for geese and that they seen;
in Senate Bill No. 161 enacted at
Auburn. 4-4 after beating Misa the final period against upeet-mind- ! 9. Arkansas St. beat Southwest
the reruLu: session of the 4ieneral
to be plentiful.
Madame State 13-0 Saturday, is the id Vanderbilt. Miami negated a hat- Louisiana 17-14,
Amentbly of Kentucky held in
We would appreciate any reports and/or pictures from
only SEC foe remaining for Geor- period field goal to selvage Its tie
heretofore
and
as
1966
10 Tennessee St. beat Morris
year
the
Abu goose hunters.
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been brought to our attention forcibly this past week. We a better shooting club than 27';. Maybe they were Just get- and reduee the
Can:tine 10. and Southern Masatheir government
SEC Standings
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AVM 42 Virginia sugary 6
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So this year I shall have two "Clubs" for each
three Spurner peeves and contrail- ,Vlandy
.
retraction)
a
print
-Getgladly
and
"Goal
(If there is we'll hear from him
named "Go-Getters", and the other to be called
Mr, Maupin spent some time in Union City, Tenn., Thursday, ters". The first will be for the one that does an extra good job
Nov. 3rd studying and admiring a beautiful display. He was on defense, or maybe hit a high percentage from the free
very enthusiastic about this as he feels many hunters and throw line, or maybe I Just think that they played a good
fishermen may bag game and fish which would grace their game There will be times when the same boy may earn both,
den or any room in the house We were especially impressed and there may be times when more than one will be named to
with the description of a lamp which was made from a large- each club.
mouth bass, judged to weigh about 8 or 9 pounds. The fish
points, and last
In Friday's game Ralph Sliger scored 29
was standing on it's tail, as he would normally appear when
naming his as
from
refrain
to
hard
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4urnping from the water. We have all seen this beautiful sight year it would have
other hand it is hard to overlook a
many times Size of the object is no problem to this expert, he "Go-Getter". But, on the
of 8 from the free throw line, as Henry
can and does mount anything from 2- or 3-inch birds to boy that hits 8 out
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did
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moose heads and any other object. The table arrangeme
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us 29
be interested in something of this nature you may contact
of the season for his fine free throw shooting.
for Mr. Fteid's address. This man is a professional in the true
sense of the word. Now retired from all else, to devote his full
time to this comparatively rare and highly skilled art. Hope
night to take
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1%6 Deer Hunting Regulations for Archery
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(Continued on Page 3)
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Highway
permitted.
Wosteran .rathra, ^•,
carry firearms Only long bows and arrows are
..lt teeriwayst_
ion with Kentucky Highway 522 pubtaity direcuor.
reaare•
and from there idong Kentucky
Other Provisions
F' rc
522 to the eadern bank of the
house cats, gray Terinewee River channel and on
wars/11.24
(Continued From Page II
, I. During the open season specified above,
state laws, may be the southern boundary a line ran of Murray Annther (baud,foxes, and crows, not now protected by
Turby
eaat
huntto
to
open
farmed from weet
ter, Mrs. Porter Whee, died about
taken without limit on the area designated as
key Creek Road. The Trace (Ken- two years ago They have five
ing.
may be obtained tucky 463 Long Creek Ros.d, and israndchildren Whin are Mrs Billy
2. A Federal permit will be required and
Management 1113. Highway 68
Joe Saunders of Savannah. Cie.,
without charge by contacting the Property
2. AR Federally-owned property Mrs. Genie Alawitten of amen
attendant at
from
or
Kentucky,
Pond,
Golden
at
Office
'hare (Tennwere49) Rouge, La., Dallas T. Doran of
time of the from The
Center Station. These will be available at the
met to Bards Dam including the Salem, Ctrueon, Frank White of
kill.
Coal mining in western Kentucky is a major source ofjobs and income.
his
• hunt. A successful hunter must report
Barrett Creek and Srartion Spring Atlanta. CM., and Mrs. Belly Wyatt
'
'
Huge quantities of coal are consumed in cement manufacturing. Paving western
3. Applicable state regulations must be observed.
Outbottoms
Branch
of Murrey. Mr. and Mrs.
available at the
4. Maps and copies of these regulations are
2. Land inunadllistekg wounding bind also have ten great grand- ,
highways with concrete means greater use of coal-more worlA
modern
Kentucky's
nt Office at Buttleng Creek Campineund, Jones
Land Between the Lakes Property Manageme
chart ren
for miners I And this increased activity benefits other businesses and industries, too.,
Creek Day-Use area. Hillman FerGolden Pond.
Mr. and Mrs Outland gent
a
of
200 yards
around in- their anniversa.ry Trade at home
and
within
hunt
,
to
Qunpgeound
not
ry
Concrete on these highways not only will mean more work for the miner-it also,
requested
are
Hunters
5.
formed me areas located along with no formal (,!*-hratton. Their
public use area.
will provide a first-class road system that attracts new industry and tourists
November 12, 1966. the Keribuoky and Barkiey lake ovule' friend.; sod relatives wish ,
I
8. These regulations are effective through
to boost local business even more. Concrete stays solid and smooth -riding,
•
•
Shoreline.
•
them moral happiness as they conAN waterfowl hunting in land tinue their married life in the
'lasts 50 years and more with little maintenance. Based on actual
having to do with Between the lakes will be sub61st year.
In reference to the regulation above
Kentucky records, upkeep expense runs 75 per cent less than for asphalt:
firmly believe hunters ject to state and federal reguat.
house cats - we abhore the idea and
However
the
boundToday in western Kentucky, coal and concrete highways truly are partners
(even a stray).
Rotes A map showing
FOR CORRECT
will not intentionally injure a cat
we are duty aries Is potted at Istnd Betsveen
and
rules
of
copy
our
in
In progress. With miners, businessmen, and everyone concerned with the future'
they were mentioned
find them. Our apologies the Laker headquarters. Golden
bound to copy them exactly as we
of the area, the choice for highways is modern concrete.
Pond, Kentuaky.
to all cat lovers.
•
•
.
•
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Coal and concrete highways are partners
progress for western Kentucky

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

(DVANCE GIFTS . . . DIAL 753'6363
PilIPLI:S BANK

and we hope clearer, explaA general and more complete,
allowed for deer hunting:
amunition
and
guns
of
nation
special conurotteeis will be named
Regulations Pertinent to Deer Hunting
permit must be affixed to
The metal clip from the deer
fa
y
Drive Chairman Keith Hill cernjust above the hock immediatel
the hind leg of the killed deer
a llt:tle late this
deer during trans- menterl. "We are
the
on
remain
must
and
after it is killed
year but I believe with the help
portation.
of ail concerned we can raise the
daylight hours only and a
Hunting will be permitted in

COU1111‘•
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tiff PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION, Louisville, Rs.
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Mrs Mae Order, and Ma. Ode
Cartes.
Mr and Mrs Claud Mamie are
viewer lea metier, Mrs. l-The
Kingint and other relather. in
Keotucky.
Mr and Mrs. Mara Cox have returned tune after a week's i tut
with reiativea toifichigan.

Phone 753-1917 Or 7534947
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Try Hawaiian Specialities
For Novel Change Of Pace

JOAN O'SOUIVAN
14Ak1 YOUR next dhmer
IYI party different
Turn It,
into a colorful luau feast fee,Luring one or more at the HA.
wanim recipes given today.
Add festivity to the tahea
with colorful decorations.
Use tissue paper-entouldete
frig pink to red, buttery Moe
to vibrant orange, 'south ilea
blue to deep purple- to create
imag native tropical bemoan
for a centerpiece.
Use vibrantly colored tags
to mark the place of each
guest. AM do shop for tags
In floral shapes and vivid it
land colors.
A few pretty party props,
some good food and good
friends--they're all you seed
to make a Hawaiian-style diatier party extra gala.
LUAU SHRIMP APPETYZEM
1 lb. large shrimp, peeled
and deveined
1 egg
I c, flour
c. milk
131 c. very finely chopped
dry roasted peanuts
Peanut oil

SOLIAL LALLMIAR

Peel and devein shrimp. Slit
each shrimp down the thick
without separating the halves;
press flat, like a butterfly
Combine egg, flour and
milk; beat welL
Dip shrimp In batter, then
In chopped peanuts.
Fry M deep hot peanut oil
f875°P.) for 5 to 8 nun.
Makes 15 to 20 shrimp.
NAWAIIIAN STYLE LAMB
1 tsp. sugar
31 tsp. salt
% tsp. black pepper
VI, tsp ground ginger
%, tsp, minced garlto
1 thap, soy sauce
31 c. wine vinegar
31 c. lemon juice.
lba boned Ifig of lamb
cut into 131 in. cubes
Combine first 8 ingredients.
Heat, cool, then pour over
lamb, mixing well.
Cover and refrigerate at
least 5 bra., stirring occult:many to coat all pieces of meat.
Place lamb en siteweni Cook
In oven broiler 15 to 20 mm,,
occasionally basting with marinade.

Monday. Newallebar 1
The Winsome aunts School
Caws of the Diamillel Naglast
Church MR mod.
the home of
Atrii Thomas Tripp. ON boutb
13th threat, at seven p.m.
•••
Itee Annie AffnitrCong sat Sabel
By Mm. Habela Dame
Mr and Mrs. lies Watson, Mrs. Meninon Clucks Of the
ninet at
Loam Peraterstmer, sod Mac Lau- MIMS ("twat WhiS
ra illay field mated Mr. and Mrs. the annex for an al day eneetioll
Desnaa Mazda of Mayfield ace darting at ten a.m. The Bennet
Womene Day ot Prayer program
afternocin lee week_
Sunday afternoon guards of 'as. • be MI by Mir Varian Yarns
laum ilanteecl were Mr and Mrs. to lha morning folkewed by the
Royal Service program led bY
Parte. McNeely. Mr. and
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-Owe
BY Ahalail Van Blarell
Mr. and fdrA Clarence litialSeld. ternoon A mewed dish luncheon
vAll be served at noon.
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Warren. fdra.
•••
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demi • • perreet feel si yea.
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give af young pucka Mein ilia
•••
Geri elisnmentierry, Mr. and Mrs. at the home of Mrs Paul Shahan
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at 730 pm
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•••
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meet at the
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Woodmen
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Club all meet with Mrs. Ruth
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In
HURRY - HURRY-HURRY?

MM.
Wm,
d•Im.

imme
Nom
WM=
Wm,
am=
Mma
IMM•
.••••
1••••
OM*
Imm•
.1m•

Use JIIMPRIWAIN
De resr wing. wows vinsidne b
LESS.

11•1••
•mn
Nom
Ma•
OEM
Omin
Owl

fill

•Ma
Num
IMMO
Wm.
1•mo
inms
IMMO
••••/
mm•

omptetel,(°in -Operated -

Open 7 Days A Week

Wm.
1••••
/ma
•••••
Oimm

II••▪ ••
Inmmi
imm•

Special Features
Plenty HOT,SOFT Water
Washers All Sizes
Big 40-Lb. Dryers

I•ms

Full-Time Attendane

I•m•
••=.

Fast, Convenient Ironers

OEM
•Imm,

Plenty Free Parking

IMm•
I•mmi
Mom
Wm.
I•m•

FREE Spray Starch

••••
NMI
IMm•
I•ma
liMm•
Om=
••••
Omm
Omm
•Mm•
Inm•
1••••
IM•m
Dam
1•1••
Immo
Moms
1•••
sm•

I•▪ m•
Mom.
1••••
Imm
imm
Mom
eim•

Beauty Salon Hair Dryers
Coin-Operated Dry-Cleaning

BOONE'S
Automatic Laundry
4 LOCATIONS
6th & Poplar

••••

13th & Main

I•m•
Immo
Mon
im••
••=0

S SOUR se

Story Ave.

5 Points

WASH BETTER FOR LESS

Nast Reese 5.puti.s
V15115ANT CMOS TAGS In lay Dote meek es& pigeon
now paper In gloving Andes makes table decorate:sat
Rene on kite Meet tent
Serves 6.

untll clear and thiekaned.
Serve with most.
Serves 4 to 4.
PO
EsIAN TF.RTVAlli
011rItEN ISLAND NTYLH
31 o. Teriyaki marinzule
from 10 oa. jar
1 (2 to 3 Ih.) frynkg clack.
% e. pineappie juice
ea, cut up
% tsp. garlic powder
Balt
Pepper
2 lb., beef strkAn cut Into
cubes
31 C. flour
1 tsp. cornstarch
Shredded coconut
2 cans cream of chlekea
1 tbsp. water
24 preserved kumquats
soup
Mix Teriyaki marinade, pineSprinkle eiticken with salt
apple juice, garlic powder in and pepper. Roil in flour.
bowl.
Sprinkle with shredded cocoAdd beef cubes. Marinate nut Brown llghtly.
for several hours.
Pour cream of chicken soup
Put meat on skewers alter- Into baking diet Lay chicken
nately with kumquats. Beal to pieces on top.
desired doneness.
Bake at MOT. for 43 ann.
For gravy, spoon no imp
Mix cornstarch with water
and add to remairung mari- over the chicken.
nade. Cook over medium heat
Serves 4.

•

READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS'
"The Best in Service . . . Best of Gasoline"
tram

641Acmes
SUPER
SHELL SERVICE
from Jerry's
Restaurant
Phone 113-9131
0. R. -1107-11XS" HUTSON -i:- MAX DUO:TRITON
•
WE GIVE TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
•

•

• • •

•••
me
iim

Tweellay. November 8
lb. Meryieores Frost Ca-cle of
ow Past Methodist Church WINDS
raw w.e meet at the home re Mrs.
Nem laseetion, 306 Woodiewn. at
9,110 ant.
''the Beene Tarim Gude of the
fire blelindlet Church W8CB
mll mem at 0:30 arn In the
hone of Mrs Heron We.. 1302
Ohm 111111401Vititi
•••
1U Pins Wad HI,rnelltaktrII
GIB se meek at the home of
Ms. Wale Or-on at 1 30 pm

••••

i

The kAUW sell meet in the
heculty lounge cot the Student Union Bedlam at 7.30 pm. flax
.me
me. Hurt will be the speaker.
• ••
Akno Homemakers Oleb
The
=
•=1 moll meet with Mta Ralph Ragadale et one pen. 'Thet.iceetn WIll
be on -Cormaner Buying".
• •.
The New Pronickeme Homenuakers Club win meet WSth bars.
Bide Joe Knotne at case
•••

e

= Muney Star Chapter No. 433
...wen Order of the autern Sear will
at the
leasonits
hiAdf ic Hall
mirular
7:30
at meet"
El
•••
aMee of the ?trot Baptist
Church V/348 wnl meet et follows: I with Mrs. Lean CofIs, n
with Mm. Holierd Rogers. Ind
III well Mrs K. J. Crawford. all
930 am and IV tent _Mrs. Railer
Fulanne at two pm.
•• •
The Alice Waters oirele of the
Pine Merthodit Churth Waal
will meet at the home of tas.
Anthony Chasety, 11164 College Terrare Drive, at 9 30 cm. Rey
Owell Kelt
be It,. truest
spenter.
•••

The Licensed Prue cal Slime
Ng will
meet IN the nonference mom
ciL the Mess.g-Callowity county

The As and China Ciun w.:'
meet et the home of Mrs Kcy/
eut,re.1 St 230 pm
•• •
The Harris Grove Homeneeterx
Club Mil meet wen Mrs Floyd
Taylor
• • •

Thursday. November 111
The Parent-Teachers Assoctstior
of curter Elementary School will
meet sit 2.30 pm. at the school
Dr James Byrn will be guest
speaker
•• •

The West Bide Roatemaken
Club sill meet at the home of
Mr5 Jerry Faiweil at 1.2 30 pm.
•••
Tbe Dorothy Carole al the Peat
Reptile Church Wili8 will meet at
the home of Mrs. Hugh Nothinger at 10 aze-for a potluck luncheon Mrs Castle Parker will show
dkles of her eternmer travels.
•••

•

Cozy Comfort...all winter long

The &:Mb Murray Hasnanskers

rrp uS !Iirt. ijc

$20
...you can begin a
monthly investment plan
in HAMILTON FUNDS.
Harn non isan investment
fund holding common
stocks in owe 100Arnsnran comprise.

-undfi
"••
•0 S. MI, Wow..Cobra&
Mod 5
Iseib oropme-Mae.

with Dependable
'Ashland
Fuel Oil

Your A %bland Oil Distributor
Is genuinely interested in your

Snow and cold out.ide
... cozy comfort inside. 4 ith
Ashland Fuel Oil your family enjoys the warm security of clean,

Keep your home warm and
comfortahle this winter with de.
pendahle, ciean-burning_ Ashland
Fuel Oa. For Last.foetidly service

asks,reiiatole boat--all winter long.

call us today.

home he
comfort. He will
make prompt delivery even daring the noble-at weather. And with
Ashland Oil's corrvertient Bridget
Payment Plan, you can level out
your wintertime beating cool; by

•

making equ;trip
oaznieuta over a
nine-month

ASHLAND 011. 5 REFINING COMPANY
Old Concord Road & R.K. Avenue

WOW

IMODOWn

?hone 753-5424

Murray, Kentucky

•

, Ile
eery.

•

alleisiewee

Laza 7,
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SALE

104 FT ALUMINUM came:dog trail- BRALJAIIIR, SHALIMBEL Sheller, $30000 Phone 753-7677. N-12-P
perfume, cologne and
mar. JUR arrived new shipment of
RECHSTERED SIA,MIERE Kittens. dusting powder. Holland Duns.
Quality abialpionehlp Wes. Guaranteed bealkiy, affectionelte. Stud
service also available. Kayne's Cate. FARM
FOR SALE. 20 acres,
N.11-C
763-7664.
room farm house, hot and cold
IMAM- wales, new metal stock barn, bog
FIE.AUTInr. DC.RENT

HOG MARKET

Serwces

FIRE FOOD and barn Wocd. Phone
436-2482
N-7-P
G. L. PORTABLE T V.
screen Like new. Call 753-7820 attar
5 p. m.
N-7.0
ANCYPHSR, NEW 3-bedroorn home
Pairview Acres. Three Rules out,
New Concord Road. Throe-fourth
acre lot. On central water system.
A real value. House team. &e

Position Open

maims
planet
Ate

p• HIRE • EillY • SELL.RENT • SWAP'• HIRE •

CLASSIFIED ADS GET RESULTS
FLL• rE-I\IT • c-i- VJAP •

mas Cezde. Large selection to chimes
from. Order early and avoid the last
mumte rush. Bee at the Ledger and
MS US FOR BOATS and motor*,
Tunes Office Supply Department
11011Pwas dealer, factory trained
TF-NC
inedianic. Murray Sport az Markle,
917 North 4th, phone 753-7400.
TWO TOY POODLES for sale
Nov. 10-0
AKC registered. Llght weeks old.
N-14-C
GOOD 70,000 BTU gas floor furnax, Phone 763-1748.
N-9-C
$20.00 Call 753-5155.

FOR

CARD OF THANKS
I wov'd like to express my thanks
and aPOrociabon to all 12131 MIS&
and neighbor.) who have been do
nice to me since ray accident. I
especially want to thaw* all who
have nelped with the work on my
farm My appreciation also goes to
LL.• F?Ef\IT •
/Y • SELL.RENT •
AP • Hi PE • BUY •
HIRE •
a31 who sent flowers, cards, food
and have been so nice to visit. me.
I shall always be grateful.
W. D. McCuiston
fence. 9. mile meth of Almo Inquire 1:25 p. m. Tuesday only., miles from Murray on Route 5.
1TP
Hteghta Phone 763-5935
ITC Ideal for retired outege. See Mr.
N-8-C Phone 753-6275.
D M. Bailey at 404, North 8th.
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE, alumI Street or cal 753-27W.
Female Help Wanted
N-B-P
man adios, one
block from
litter
WAND,
Serb
for
walk.
Lady
school. $7,000. Call 753-6102 clays,
NOTICE
Federal Sthto Market News Service,
to do simpie bookkeeping, who eon
753-6422 nights
N-8-C
Monday, November 7, 1906 Kentuoky
work Dull time if needed. Moat be
ICLEcTROLUX SALM & Service, Purchase-Area FilOg Mertes Report
*teeth, end vaults to work, if not
Box 213, Murray, Ky, C. M. Sand- Incluclii 7 Buying Stations
10 FT. ROOF MOUNT and two please do ma
apply. Write Box 32-43
ers Phcete 382-3176 Lynnvine, Ky Recems 460 Head, Barrows and
10 ft. seutains and rotary control
at this paper, in own handwritNov.--C
for T.V. anserna Cad 753-1860. ing.
N-B-C
N -8-P

r• SwAp.). Liirzrp • FR1JY• SELL.- RENT -

a..""

PILP

WANTED

OPPORTUNITY
EC•IPLOYMENT
for men between the ages of 25 and
50 to tram for easiettint store managers for Dollar General Storm.
Excellent opportunity to advance to
store manager level Experience not
necearrary. must be willing to re' locate. aviary $4.000.00 to P00000
tulottanY. Hi School education required Apply as person at Dallier
General Store. Milton Utley. MurNoe. 8-C
ry,.

as

Md.

Ledger and Times Circulation Manager
This job involves supervising 26 carrier boys
who deliver over the City of Murray and Hazel.
Good position for right man. Apply in person to
James C. Williams at Ledger and Times office.
Other duties involve handling mall subscribers.

mow,

typing desired. Monday
through laridiw, 9 a in. to 4 p.

Lb aall
Dona
I woo-

Business Opportuniites

DON'T SELL
Yourself Short!

'ft soup
thicken
t$ 1F

L

II

St

II4'

I

I
.•
1'

PE()PLE

by the award-winning novelist,
11411111"
4„,
BENJAMIN CAPPS
Irr

corrriret
e
gyudkots.

n tel putt,lehod by Du•il Skrati & POITTSBon, ,rein Capps. Distributed by King Fairuoo

enough fright at the sight or 'nook at the creek!" the wind
CFIAPTER 32
Y'LL make your father mounted men; they were too hit. It gusted and Jerked, blow civil chief," Burning thind easy game. By now, the men big sand and large drops of
said to TehanIta."They ought to knew that the strange actions
The smell of the first rain on
consider my father, but they were a result cd the inroads of
blame him because his medicine the erhite hunters. It was a con- the dry ground was delicious,
didn't work. I'm glad I have no venience for their present pur- but they had no time to savor
medicine. They expect miracles pose, also an ominous thing. It; their temporary •h elters
They set about the killing under were blown flat. They ran
from you."
"What about the others'!" abe the relentless sun, taking hides around in the ball light chimeati as much meat as they ing their posse/stone which
asked.
-Wide Mouth has no rupport. would be able to pack after it were blowing away, screaming
and laughing.
Buffalo Bones la getting too 81-sa dry.
As the wind slackened, the
The child was- walking well
old Who else is there? There's
Horse Roper, but be has no for his age. Tehanits had taken drenching rain came down.
dignity. I think they'll choose the cover from the cradle board Water fell on them as if they
and put thick 'traps on it, so were standing under • waterLance Returner."
-What about the younger that alt,. could carry him easily fall. Thee the creek rose until
when she had a good distance Its swirling muddy water came
men?"
'It takes a lot of qualifica- to go. While she worked, she in a sheet up over the broad
sand bar on which they had
Gone to be civil chief. Tehanita. turned bun loose.
She had wanted to name the made camp. They hurried to
A man has to be thoughtful and
experienced. He must know the child Story Teller. Burning move their things back to highcountry He must have a record Hand had wanted to name him er ground
Tehanita carried the baby inIn war His name ought to mean- Lilian Striker because his mothsomething among other bands. er had mice struck a great side•robe with one hand while
I think they'll come around to coup on • Lipim. They bad she helped to drag the property
agreed that they would give ot her lodge with the other
Lance Returner But the council had more him neither name out would hand.
When they had moved away
trouble than Burling Hani fore- wait a tew years and allow one
Saa. since any action as impor- or both litrandlaithers to name from the swollen creek, they
tant as choosing a ne% civil him Until that time they would oegan to try to Make • ploe-•
.flute had to be by unanimous call him Little Hunter: he was to sleep in the mud and darkagreement They daiagreed as born on •..buttaio hunt.
nests Their muitortime seemed
• • •
to what the porictes and actions
so ridicuious that they could not
of the band should be. Many of THEY WERE heavily loaded OP srd about it. They had lived
them were uncertain and hesi- 1 as they moved northwest it.
se awareness of the dry
tated to commit themselves so through the rotten country weather for a tong time. mid
tar as to name one chief They around the neadwatere
Use sale to one another. -Will it
would not even agree upon Rivet of Tongue.s. Ev..ry nurse ever rain swam 7' saving it in
lapce Returner, who it was be- was loaded ve.,ti camp gear or ordef to near the answer, "It's
lieved would follow about the dried melt or flint hides. The bouno to rain sometime."
saMe policies as had the chief horses affiedad from the heat
Now 'hi rain seemed like •
who was dead
One afternoon they ramped generous assurance that the
One thing upon which they on a sandy lint neade a tiny world Was the Same as It had
were able to agree Was that stream Doe net ream from camp ahvays been, perhaps suggestthey should Keep scouts out. they watered the horses, with ing that other problems would
which they did After three days difficulty otiesisse of the small be abundantly reileieo in time
of councils they concluded that quantity ot water. roward the and their lives would go on as
the Mutsani should have no civil west a bank of clouria so small they always had. Alai the endChief , that ii a warrior wanted that it flail been unnoticeable, ing of the drought provided a
to lead a raid, he might induce when they stopped, began to good change, and they 'ttere
as many as he could to follow build up rapidly
able to laugh for the first time
nim but that general plans for
They grimly went about since Ute Killer was carried
formed
the entire band would be
erecting temporary shelters for home.
by common agreement betereen the night. The children got reThe next morning they loaded
the heads of the lodges.
lief from the stifling heat by up and headed due west_ For
They were anxious to move playing in the tiny streften,
three days they moved up the
away from the sad place where splashing themselves The
rough terrain, meeting frequent
Ute Killer had died, and soon' clouds grew to hide the falling
showers then came out on the
bound a good reason. The scouts sun, and they were seen to be
vast ...soft. They turned north
-"ported a concentration of but- dark and thick: pale lightning
toward the deeper portions of
'.'s to the north. rihe beasts winked in them. The wind
Pale Duro Canyon, four travel
0 not yet in win er hair, but freshened. They began to look
days distant.
New Mexico traders had at the 01011da With Interest.
When they came to that
.a they would accept untanned
When they could near thunred gorge, they found a
great
ornmer hides.
with
der, like a drum stroked
villages alIt Was much too late to' meet the fingers, their exeltement number of Indian
Comanche. Ffiowa.
se trader• at the Yellow grew. They did not relish a ready there,
/ones, they hoped to be able thunderetorm, but the prospect and those strange newer allies
,. catch them in Palo Duro of rain seemed delightful They of the People. the Cheyenne and
nyon. Also, that canyon would began to Chatter and laugh like Arapahoe. These camps were
make a good locatiop for, the children. The clouds spread to- identified from high above them
winter camp, tar beyond the ward them and around then) on the rim of the gorge. The
point where bluecoata had been and reared over them in an Mutorini rode two hours west
to where they could descend
able to penetrate.
ugly manner. Lightning streakthe pack and travois
'he heat and drought hung ed across the sky, and the thun- with
into the deep canyon
on. They movial the entire camp der grumbled like a giant angry horses
They Chose a winter crimp site
out through the dry. parched animal.
beside a little stream well upland toward the buffaloes.
Dusk fell too poon. because
stream of the other villages
r,ter was a problem. They of the clouds Women ran about
Could carry enough for them- gathering children. Some of
"Tehriolta henri the thud
selveti, but at times had to them became aware that where
water the heroes in shallow the tiny elear stream had trick- and nom the Jerk of the big
sinks. They found the concen- led in the gravel now rushed wountin's body is hen the Milishe
tration of boffalo.
a shallow torrent of muddy let hit; even an.
belirwe It...." The story
This herd, or scattered parts water, from heavy min to the not
yelling, contInnes here tomorrow.
of many herds, did not show west. While they were
Tres the sorer pebilehee he .as,'-ll. Inman a Pesae Copyright 0 roskg Elealamia
lastributed kg Kam leaussi kimiliesta
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MALE ritLP WANTED

Proof Business

RELIABLE party or persons. male
female wauted toe able area to bawle
Ills. world Immo. iM2A, Salvage*. 6.0
4a4.11 Weettnaliouee TELES'Isipt4 and
RADIO TOURS sold through our !Meat
isi044erti tone ivslaua and uterrharada•Usa
;lulls. W111 LIca Interfere utth your Pree
mit tilly.1.*1•4111 Tu guallty you must
too, 166.750 , mtr at miable trossodiatelir
car. flee spare hours we'll), Shoubil set
os...h.t..tur,lit Push earni11414 Ili JUL,.1
4".
,
lime This oucrypasuy wtll extend ttnumial
44441,1512.1. tu 1•11 time a Orvirvl 1.441 nOl
..neeer main. 1,411) qLmIIr .1 for LI,
time atinl LIII autlinei.1
• 1.14••• 111.1414 Immediately
• klusiatusa S. eel op for you.
• %Ile
1144 alum.
• neillag. vaticinate or eaperl*Wee SO4 SOLS•••47.
1 03 personal interview in your
,
Ware Include your gaunt Dumf.,

TELEVISION
P.O. Ores 3373
VOt %OMT0s. OHIO 41511

Young. owner,

FOR SALE OR TRADE frame
lamas at 1004 Main in good condition, with central ar and heat,
efficiency agrartenent. See or call
BIS Peep 1611-01172.
N-I-C
TOR

6-Collect
11 *moan dish
13 Small room
14 Measure of

inure (abbr.)

ii.tatiLYTIONAL 1111(41 SAIIHINcor,
PANT-TINE WORE Yea
, AIMED 15(1)14111

RENT

OPPORTUNITY OPEN: MurrayCounty Hospital needs
men age 30-60. Reliabie full time
notheatopbr. Hours 7:00 a. m. to
3.30 p. m. Good working condiLions. For kiterview giving coinpiete information dial 703-5131 beMom 3.30 a. us.-3:30 p in. TFC
nlltVICh
STATION
attendant
1,
Shen Stalson,
1 0edrxi at Bober
, Coaiwater, Ky. Cali or apply after
4 pin. 489-3732
N-8-P
At The Movies
'FOR caPTrot. ANL DRIVE-124
niormation cad :53-.014 anytime
ere,
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks to
all of those, who were 80 nice and
durbag the illness anti death
cif our toyed one. Lucille Lyons, tor
the fool ann flowers brought to
us, the earnfontnng words at Bro ,
Jay Lockart, the etfurts of Dr
Amnions and Or Jones. the J
Churchill Funeral I-Lone. to caah
and everyone, God bless you all.
I
Pluiliand and CIukiren.
Mil Grandchildren
ITP

15.1nsect
17 Inrhats of MI
President
18tContend
20 Muse ot poMry
21 Nato
as *rotten
22 Lampreys
24 Native metal
25 Walk
16 Retreat
26 lease
29 Proceeds
30 Wile of Zeus
31 Filament
3? Sea nymph
34 Metal
35 Through
36 Halt
38 One
39 041 y 4,,y rns
41 Southwester'
unnersdy
(out I
4kBaronet (abbe)
41 Puts new soles
on shoes
45 Man's
rut Imam*
46 Reports
48 Cau. 10 go
off track
50 Stage whisper
51 -Grants use of

•

U. El, 2-3
SOWS:
U. S. 1-2
U. 8. 1-3
tr S. 2-3

2-Mess adding
3•Pretitt: 5.1
4.14an's
nrcknam•
5.Morriniwit
4-5inging WSW
7-Man's
no boom.
13 Contunctioa

3

4

5

.........;
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6

7

•

9

WE'LL BANISH
THEM FOR GOOD
Is the persistent presence
of silverfish getting you
OET OUR FREE

10

EOTINLATE

it
14

,....15

is

i9

22

.

16

ais...I7

20

.
4•4

We exterminate pests of

.'
fj
s 25

‘3tT24
2

l'-'• .26

all kinds at loa cost
4

27
:
,.. ..P7
::'1
so
'-:-,
': 32

.4 n

. •
31

down? We'll get them out

....
..
3.-3,

1

of your hou.se or apartment to EiTta

34
33
42

Ss ,
'
:.:...
40

f •-

Se

;

,

..

-. 41
'.
..
,"". 45
44..).'
.'

.7...:T.' 48

47

ut!

3,

.::::`,, 35
1
.: ..9
•:':',3
.
::: 43
C

Duty. by Untied Fratare

TWO
AND
TfIREISBF.22/R4X)M
trailers Couples only. Phone 7532720 day, 753-44/91 nights
Oct 31-0

.,
.

4
15

r

.'
by

ra•r,

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL
Phone 763-3911

-

(

50

APZE

ALL MY fiZ.CNC5 ?

NICE /100989 kr toes one Meet
from campus. Call 763-3866. Nov.I2-C
APARTMENT FOR RENT Nee el.
nelency for college boys. Call 751Floe. 9-C
4465 or 753-0550.

GET
RID OF
PESTS

377-Hauls
39 Adhered
40 Part at toot
43 Staff
44 Standing room
only Cobb, I
47 Note of wale
49 Cooled lava

27-Cornparath•
ending
211 Pronoun
30 Hartnruger
31 Gap
32 Roman tyrant
33,R•abri
34 Striped animal
35 Free taket

DOWN
1 /441410n•
Weere•

„AIM

Oar F•3/..1

JAI CA.0(
1,
HOF-

25 Fa hers
2

250-360 ibs. 117 00-18 00:
Want to color thee toddies- of
360-490 Rs. S16.03-17.00,
red? Suit him up in map450-600 lbs. $15 00-16.00. your
py red coveralls made of pindotted oceton knit. The mat provides
the preratiord answer for wsem
Answer to Yesterday's Pun%
and coenfrirtable plat-wear. IL*
marks- sipper front and buttoned
R R rrME PS
TE
"MLA tabs A muslin lining helps
gAejc T
rAt'
r P
the garment to keep Its shape.
F41 S
I7
90013 FL.
GEM azill A Oil fiCMIC3Pjc

r-InG1 t!IG3

poison

I

235-270 lbs. 118.7542.75;

Eliarirn

10-5Irm of
leather
12 Mistakes
13-Quote
16 Female hors*
19-Fastfdfously
tasteful
21 lodes s water
23 Not aerated by

46

1

NICE Ft4i05115 for boys one block
CA
from oarnotts Call 753-26515
Nov. 12-C
1
---TWO-REDItorraal farrn fettle with
modern kitchen and bathroom Ms

COOL IT, PENNY.
I'VE GOT SOME HEAVY
THINKING TO Do,'

ill[
PLOT .- VultS SUftE

NE LL,TKAT MASTElk

IZE0 ,'
;
SAO:

I

WANTS
In BE ALONE,
PEPE YOKUMME.7
TRI TO AN$COZE
YORE LI'L SELF
OUT THARUS GIRLS

THAR'S ONLY THRE.11.
SENIOR •rOKUM GALS
WHAT KNOWS 1-1-1E.
DANCE 0'TH'97
MOVEMENTS.7

Ii
•

Oarameheed hvall sweet potaby United Preis International
In 1880, Oharlec C. Boycott, act- toes are mud to make. Pace ti
ing a6 the agent of a landlord in cup of superit a heavy skillet
County Mayo, Ireland, attempted and stir over low heat wail it
to collect die rents demanded by !melte and browns. Remove from
his" employer but the hard-press- I heat. add '4 oup of balkng water
ed tenants related. Thus, the and return * to low heat anti
word boycott, metuang refusal by I stir until lumps melt. Add 2 tablea combine to do business. was spoons cif bunter or margarine Boil
born.
6 inedhan-sized sweet paitawes onLB tender. sicin and halve lengthpotato pieces at a
Gilts 75r Lower: Sows. 5°1g LOW3r. wise. Lep a few
U. 8. 1-2 iso-210 lbs $IL 11-2073: time into caramel Es-rup and turn
U. S. 1-3 190-230 lbs $19.50-20.30: to glaze. Makes 6 servings.

CROSSWORb PUZZLE
ACMOSII

CARAMEL SWEETS

NOW YOU ILNOW

Offered

laOST Stra,yeri-one brindle header
albite faced, aeloning between NO
and 900 kA. Please ctal Walter
C,/,ner Day phone 763-3226, n.erat
N-7-C
phone 763-4636.

Recession-Depression

today
E
Phone 763-4646.

3 WS. •
• NV
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THREE INJURED . . .
•

(Continued Frees Page 11
Wronarn Pete Rhodes of Murray
Route .Feltr; • 1964 Burn fair
, door sedan driven by hies Janson, 121 Speure Street: a 1965
Dealte sedan 'haven by Woltarn
Murray
listrinay
Manners of
Route TwD, and the J.:.nes' car
Patroanhe Fall McDougal. H
Wilson. and Daie Spann said that
the Rhodes' car was proceed:rig
south on Satoh 4th Street and the
tither three cars %ere pasiceeM• ra
.,,north on South 4th Street FLhodee
aldralised the Janson oar. then
ANS* the Jones' oar aimast headC, !mooting a back into the
Chinebane oar, amearding to the
lataaaahnent Officers.
Rhodes Ina Nand a attation
for Wan* stile intoxiched and
tor not hinng an operator's
license by the Murray Pone.
*nether four oar arnaclent Sunday at 3.50 pm caused injuries
to J.minay Irby, age Mx. a bump
op the head and to atra Jimmy
nin• a anzond :co. =car:Law to
the Pohce report. Item weee main the 19615 Fold four door
by their father and budJimmy Dale Irby of Story
'
, Murray

Ee

illat Barren Wes and Patrolawn Dale Sparn and that Billy
eanmm.. Wihoin of Murray Route
One dnvang a 1965 Ponta* four
dcor owned by Hafford Loans of
Minna Route Four sas going
smith on Highway 641 at Faigue
Avenue and ho the len car In
the raw and dense, the car into
the rear of the 161111 Chorrolet two
door drive; by Cherry Wayne
Opartme of Murray Ftoute Five
dat then bee the rear of the
111112 Pont four door owned by Wit'
h Pastan and dressers by Reran
Lynn Futon of Lynn Orme Route
•
AM cars sere raing sixth on
IlitiebniyIii accardng to the in-

rirL
Staday

at 11 am. Jane N
Jr, 11111 Cadige Cour,
a ISIS Chemeiet two door
sedan owned by Wayne Norton,
was puling out at a parta* place
in front of the Poatottice on
South 4th Streets when he ins
hit in the rear by the 1965 Chewmid two door sedan driven by
Florence larematon 96 Peaadesta
Avenue
Rahlerd Park
was go ng nnrth on 4th Street
ace
-a-day tc
I James Wither-

=

Funeral Of Emmitt
Sills Held Today

MoOnseon Ceuietery
Pallbearers are Glen San, Hal- Says it reminded ban of the
ton Garner, Leonard Dunree ay. time that he planted son* dogDuel Bray, Johony Anderson, and wood trees and snme hogs got out
and rooted everyone of them up.
Mac Taylor
Wks, age '79 died Satarchy at
2:96 pm. at the home of T115 AS.. Rase tuis erected an iron
thalliater, Mrs
Abe Harder of fence in front of tia new hno...•
Meade; to look at.
Murray Rome One He ma • that
member of the Old Hackrry Grove
Church at Christ Mr and Mrs. A weed ef thanks to the folks
SDKs were areerted 56 years on who are putOrs; down the Aden.* where Southern Bell piantCaernia 22 at this year
alie deceased
nue ived by his I ed their underground cable.
---vete, Mrs Berm Todd SOU of
Murray Route One
dauriter. Taey are doing a good job, eweMrs. Harder: son, Loyd St
of Ida where the walk joins groNew Concord: sister. Mrs . Seth wn. owners
Order at Murray Route 101;e:
brother. Cecil SSta of New Con
•
Uwee Mandrill:dean
Miss
Mint* Mils of New faumerd,
James Sills cif Port Rucker, Ala_
Snifeta Kat_et NC. Dent of Poplar Bluff, Moo nine treat granddeidren
The Dadock-Oelensan Funeral
Rome is in charge of the arrangeinane
spoon and . Patrolman Ed Knight
Patrolmen Dale Sparm and BLII
McDougal investigated a two car
aockierit on Swond Street Saturdiw at 12 05 pm
William B.
Medd of Murree Route One, diceytrig a 1.996 Pont four door sedan,
was tacking out of a pertale
apace did not we the 1963 Ford
gwo door hardtop &hen by Stanley 0 Wean. Jr of New Concord dna was traveling south on
2nd Street, and etrucic the Wilson
CST in the
frorg fender with
Isis left rear fender and trimmer.
secondaw to the Police
Damen to the Siedd car was
on the led rear fender and burnpet and daimon to the Wilson ear
was on the leR front fender, the
POisce report showed.

let

And hats off to the chty too for
widening ort Man between IWth
and State The north side of this
block is being paved today and
the widened etreet will add mud'
to that area.

Rites For Four
Year Old Boy Are
Held On Sunday

RATSonaMla!
/011A71
dam •tia sake dem easy
way.
imiesea dream
why a emend.
neemea
Mame* and
fiat lei.

It
a711
-KO
SATWACTiner GIOAAAWIde

Masi rites for Whaler Roger
Dartsfel, four year old son of Mr.
and Mrs Rob Darnell of IPS,111•10011 %Ole* Ora. were held Sunday at two pm at the chapel of
the Max H Churctiel Funeral
Roam
Bro Ccrieman Crocker
and Bro. Jerry leckey offIcitting
Burial IP•111 us the Ondarater
Church at Chnet cemetery.
Palibentes were Johnny Adams,
Thal Adios, Bob Duna. and
Hafted Moneta
The VW boy died Pada, at
two tun. n the Murear-Chillowey
alltutatal He /aid been in
steam eiontiltion for the pest fourteen Midi*
illerdeors are his parents, bhi
brother,
Cram
Alan
Dame&
grandpnenta, Mr and Mrs Hem
Darnell and Mr and Mrs DM
Adams. and great etsmotbsodharal
Mew
C•ale Iteleurds, Mrs. Jean
Darneel. and Mrs Ora Adams.
The Max H Otnircha Funeral
HOMO WOO in charge of the araingementa

The survey indicated that there
wou'd be nit airman Republaean
gain at 18 Haase seats and that
a Repubboan tide could mean a
pickup of 50 It indented that
the GOP should ado' a net gam
of a feta, governahhips.
It aka incecated an approximate standoff in the Senate, where
the Democrats now hold a 6'7 to
33 marg.n The Democrats have a
treajorety of 294 to 139 there are
2 vac:heroes in the House, where
the averarg off-year gun for the
mmeray ratty — now the GOP—
has been 36 suite since the chamber's size was increased to 435
arciutooe in 1912

.••

Phone 753-2521

opium"

A Summary of the Proposed
Kentucky Constitution Revision
as it affects

over the weekend weer
neaed to four persons for running red leas, two for no operICanimed FTIMII Page la
as,_, one for redden
drlong, Witte fro public drunkenMurray Dr Mankn a the Pur- : nen, one for breach clif peace one
chase Area
Extensor) director for tareire to Odd deli of ma
Wane headquarters a at Raid-4 deur tar speedum. one for driving
land. Dr
Macron was an age while tramitated. aril two for disman 4-H Can leader for the runrding stop ave. according to
Ikon Of Indiana before man, the, Clip Patice records
to Kentucky
Mrs Glen Kenn Leon Chambers
Mhos that were present for
President of OaSoway County
the amiating as page included Mu.
Fame Moreau.
Barra Judy
Prank Alban Stubblefield, Mr and
Kelso; Elibbte Caftan= Nancy MMrs Ray ferredh 15 V Foy, Area
iami, GM Parches. Rica and
Extension
Agent in
Avronomy,
Tani Hopkins, Beverly Rogers,
Mrs Gam Suns. Mr and Mrs.
ble.aea Treas. and Betty Hart
Gene Wanton parents of Eten,
Mrs Yandeil Whither is the
Mrs, Mary Arnett Eaen a grandArea Extermon Agent in Home
mother, Id Watson, =eras trendlenteigeenent
fa:her Mrs Huron Story. Mrs

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
A key sentence in -the Constitution Revision says: "Units of local government may
create any democratic form of government and perform any functions not denied
to them by their own charters, the Constitution or general law." Local governments
would be able to do what was not specifically denied to them. Now,local governments
have only the powers specifically granted to them.
LOCAL ELECTIONS Under the Revision,
local voters would continue to select their own
elected officers, voting for them at the same
time they chose their Representatives and
Senators for the General Assembly. Present
elective offices would continue until changed
by general law.

Rogers. Mrs Quel Martin
Shan was furnla ed by Robert
rs Mrs Max Sinathermazo Pones.

,,
spEcIAL....DERAYNING OFFER! !.

PROTECTION OF COUNTY LINES

. PLAIN

•

TAXATION AND REVENUES Under the
present Constitution, county tax rates
are limited to fifty cents per hundred.
The Constitution Revision permits rate
and limitation to be set by general law.
The Revision would permit the State to
share a portion of state tax revenue with
cities and counties. Also, Ineal- units of
government, as well as school districts,
could finance schools and other public
buildings with general. obligation bonds.

RELATIONSHIP OF LEGISLATURE The
State Legislature could exercise authority in
providing forms and functions of local government. It would continue to have the power
to make classifications of cities,

)ffer Good Tuesday, November 8, & Wednesday, November 9
-Ti

4

stitution Revision would prohibit any county
from being merged or abolished without approval of the voters residing in that county.
Under the present Constitution a county may
be abolished by the General Assembly.

TERMS OF OFFICE The chief executive and
the members of all units of local government
would he elected by local voters for terms of
no longer than four years.
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UPI's pre-eeetion survey indicated that the GOP should expect
at least modes: puns Tuesday.
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Another accadent Saturday was
ett 9 36 am on Fender awed Sue
Vahan Ourognertgan 1799 Colege
him Road_ dm-mg a 1966 Chevrolet two door hardtop was golay eatt on Poplar Street and
pulled over to the nub Baxter
Illehref
106 North 7th Street,
dealing a 1965 Plymouth two doer
owned by Lau se Behrey was tong
os Poplar Sweet.
Pallet ant leas ins Belbrey osr
Set liellhermoon and lestraimen Meng S In lihe dght Mont fendKhan sald. the Ounningium mr

Gam

same domestic goals in his appetulance by saying that the actmenigtratton was trying to avoid
not create, a welfare date by
proadang 'a state of opportunity
for all Ansertimns." He appeared
wath LAbor Seoretary W Wiaant
%Ortiz and Seeretary Robert C
Weaver of the Department co
Houang aid Urixin Development
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(Continued t rum Page 1
Purieral servhes for Etrunitt StIls
were held today at one pm at
the !Cab& - Coleman
Funeral dettrialy as planting jonquil bulbs
Deane with Dm Paul Hodges of- ,and the dern dog that kept damf:trier-nig Ear-,.al will be in the ing them up.
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powe
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Meany Denounces Backlash
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only
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/Lathe' Cooper — Kathy ha s ArtaState band and Quad-State
AFL-CIO
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George
theta
to pander to other mm's
payed in band for seven years. band as well as to state conMeese; a:so denounced the bertfears."
her
sax.
on
clartests
Bb
and
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&se parse both
has issue in weekend radio net"But the answer to their bigotry
Sharon Lockhart — Sharon has
stet and is now IA chair Eb cadscat speeches.
is riot morn 1018301 Ith ratlarrahe
inet Kathy has made an out- played in the band seven years
Nixon, a tireless GOP carimaignsaid. "We alit Ain nothing by resranctrig Dram Major for the last She pain both the sato and Bti
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to
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two years and she has Mown chant. Sharon Is lat dun also
last week, emphasized the war in
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mach enthusiasm
'Viet Nam and the met of hying
White
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threatens to hurt
Grady Cook — Grady * a pep bead and at state music conIn his Duelay appearances on two
Repubkcans and help Democrats
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sup Tars a ha second year in trader and right evade
der states, where many of the
He nal Reputticans wan tr d
L ride Rtyan — Linda has been
the Murray High band He ptays
hem.escraek canctdates are running greater use of Cr and sea power,
the bantam, sex and has ser i to the band seven years She has
against the Johnson ackninistes- instead of more ground trove in
ed as left guide during marching been a member of the pep band,
non limonite
Vtet Plain, arid a "maximums mita
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LOOK FOR THIS WHEN YOU VOTE NOV. 8

Informed citizens make wise choices

to

I encourage every Kentucky voter to read the
entire proposed Constitution Revision. You
may have a free copy by writtng to the Attorney General's Office, State Capitol Building, Frankfort, Kentucky.

MIN

Alteration Or Reformation
Of Constitution
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* ALL WORK GUARANTEED *
Never An Extra Charge For One Hour Service
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Are you in favor of reforming
the Constitution of the Commonwealth to cause same to be
in the same form and language
as finally submitted to the
Governor and the General Assembly of Kentucky by the
Constitution Revision Aitaembly and net forth in Senate Bill
No. 161 enacted at the Regular
Session of the General Assembly of Kentucky held in the
year 1966 and as heretofore
scheduled and published as required by law.

.11•10mmimmam..

`ra-\
Robert Matthews, Attorney General
One of • series of messages prepared and published
according to teglskilive directive by Robert Matthews,
Attorney General. This message has been authorized
under a law enacted by the 1966 Kentucky General AsThe Attorney
sembly, titled Senate Bill 161, Sec. V a
General shall cause the proposed Constitution and
schedule or shrives thereof to be further publicized
by other communication media in order that the voters
of the Commonwealth may have a reasonable opportunity to become informed on the issue to be decided
by them:'

YES
NO
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